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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document reports on the results of SAFESPOT task T6.7.2, Presentation and discussion of
the SAFESPOT deployment programme. It describes the validation and dissemination of the
SAFESPOT Deployment programme. The SAFESPOT deployment programme was developed in
SAFESPOT task 6.7.1 and described in deliverable D6.7.1. It provides challenges and
recommendations to the main stakeholders based on deployment scenarios.
Deployment of cooperative safety systems is a complex path towards an uncertain future
situation. Such a view into the future is not rocket science. As anticipated in the SAFESPOT
technical annex, the validation of a deployment programme was therefore best organised as
presentation and a discussion between the stakeholders. Rather than a single workshop, as
prescribed in the SAFESPOT Technical Annex, several activities, involving different sets of
stakeholders were performed. These activities were interviews, several workshop sessions with
participants representing all stakeholder groups at different levels (experts and decision makers)
and the Cooperative Mobility Showcase, held in Amsterdam on March 2010. The activities had
the following goals:
•
•
•
•

to present the results of BLADE to the stakeholders;
to discuss proposed actions they need to undertake on the basis of the findings;
to discuss and present the deployment programme to stakeholders;
to enable the major decision-makers from the main stakeholders to present their view of
the deployment programme.

The activities and the results are summarised below, described in more detail in the main text and
the reports with the full results are attached as annexes.
The validation activities usually confirmed the SAFESPOT deployment programme and
sometimes were reason for adjusting it. For instance, the conclusion that SAFESPOT
applications need to be based on both vehicle to infrastructure and vehicle to vehicle
communication to create a positive business case and reach the minimum penetration level was
based on the BLADE analyses (social impact assessment and deployment scenarios) and
confirmed at e.g. the deployment workshop with the CVIS general assembly.
The session in the CVIS general assembly also revealed different views on deployment from the
car industry (product development of an on-board unit) and from the other stakeholders
(infotainment services deploy first on existing cellular communication networks). This resulted in
adjustments to the deployment roadmap and the conclusions of the deployment programme.
The results of the stakeholder consultation are in line with the deployment programme result as
reported in deliverable 6.7.1 SAFESPOT Deployment Programme. The stakeholder consultation
does therefore lead to only marginal adjustments of the deployment programme. This is the
consequence of the iteration between the constitution of the deployment programme and the
stakeholder consultation process. Conclusion is that the deployment programme represents the
current views on the deployment of SAFESPOT systems from the different stakeholders (within
the view of cooperative systems in general), and it is therefore validated. It also provides its own
view on a desired path for deployment of SAFESPOT applications supported with
recommendations for the main stakeholders. These recommendations are validated with the
stakeholders as well. Another conclusion is that the deployment scenarios that have been
developed proved a useful context to discuss the deployment of SAFESPOT applications.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Context of the validation
Deployment of cooperative safety systems is complex path towards an uncertain future situation.
Due to the large unpredictability, the validation of a plan for deployment of cooperative safety
systems is difficult.
In the context of the Safespot Deployment Programme, 3 deployment scenarios are developed as
a tool to advice stakeholders what to do, when it comes to cooperative safety systems. Validation
of such a tool, as is described in the T6.7.2 in the Technical Annex, can be done by discussing
the result with the stakeholders.
deployment programme
Input

Output

organisational
architecture

risk & legal
analysis

deployment scenarios,
including challenges
from different
perspectives

deployment
scenarios
Sc 1
Sc 2

assessment
&
evaluation
business
modelling

Sc 3

recommended actions
for
main
stakeholders

Figure 1: Elements of the deployment programme

1.2 Goal
The goal of task T6.7.2 is to ’present the results of BLADE to the stakeholders involved and
discuss with them the proposed actions they need to undertake on the basis of the findings of
BLADE’ (SAFESPOT Technical Annex). This validates the deployment scenarios, the challenges
and the recommendations that are defined in the Deployment Programme (T6.7.1).

1.3

Outline

This report introduces the task of validating a deployment programme that deals with an uncertain
path to a complex future. In chapter 2 the validation activities are listed and explained. Then in
chapter 3, the results of these activities are presented as well as the consequences for the
SAFESPOT deployment programme. Finally conclusions are drawn on the views of the
stakeholders and the validity of the SAFESPOT deployment programme.
This report was peer reviewed according to the SAFESPOT quality requirements. The peer
review comments were fully processed.
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2 Discussion of the deployment programme
2.1 Validation approach
The SAFESPOT deployment programme was presented and discussed at a number of
workshops with different people from all stakeholder groups. The Safespot Deployment
Programme was presented and discussed in different stages of the process in different contexts
(see also Figure 2). First, a number of interviews were performed. Then the Deployment
Programme was presented and discussed in a workshop session in the SAFESPOT BLADE
project team, then in a workshop in the SAFESPOT Core Group and finally in the CVIS General
Assembly.
First the scenario dimensions were defined as a starting point for creating the scenarios. These
were validated in the interviews and of course discussed within the BLADE team. Then 8 basic
deployment scenarios were defined. Three of those were selected to work out in more detail and
to discuss with the stakeholders. The selection was performed by the BLADE team based on
three criteria. The criteria for the selection were the likelihood of the scenarios, the distribution of
the three scenarios over the spectrum of scenarios, and if the scenarios describe illustrative
deployment challenges. Then the three scenarios were elaborated and adapted based on the
workshops below.
The motivation for using the occasions described below for dissemination and validation
activities, and the focus of the discussion is explained for each of them below. The aim was to
present and discuss the deployment scenarios and recommendations to validate the deployment
programme against the views of the main stakeholders. This was done as much as possible in a
tangible and accountable way, e.g. by using questionnaires and by ranking of the
recommendations.

2.2 Dissemination and validation activities
The following dissemination and validation activities were carried out, both during and at the end
of the development of the SAFESPOT deployment programme.
1. Interviews (July 2009 – August 2009)
Three main stakeholders were interviewed. The participants to the interviews were selected
because they represented both the public sector (EC and the dutch national road authority
Rijkswaterstaat) and the private sector (service provider and digital map provider TomTom/Tele
Atlas). The subject during the interviews was the scope and the selection of the deployment
scenarios. The participants were asked about their view on the scenario dimensions that were
identified in T6.7.1 and presented to them.
2 Deployment workshop with the SAFESPOT BLADE team (October 2009)
The BLADE team was selected for discussing the deployment programme because they are
experts on the specific topic of cooperative safety systems and they are familiair with the content
of the deployment scenarios. The subject of the workshop was the role of the main stakeholder
groups and the deployment challenges for the three deployment scenarios.
3. Deployment workshop with the SAFESPOT core group (November 2009)
The SAFESPOT core group was selected for discussing the deployment programme because
they are senior representatives of the SAFESPOT consortium partners. Also they are well
informed on the specific topic of cooperative safety systems, and have decision making power as
Work Package and Test Site leaders and in the organizations for which they work. The subject of
the workshop were the recommended actions.
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4. Deployment workshop and CVIS general assembly (December 2009)
The CVIS general assembly was selected for discussing the SAFESPOT deployment programme
because the deployment roadmap for SAFESPOT is closely related to the deployment of CVIS
systems. Also, CVIS project members have expertise in the field of cooperative systems. The
subject of the workshop was role of the stakeholders in the scenarios and the deployment of
cooperative systems in general.
5. Cooperative Mobility Showcase
The SAFESPOT deployment was presented at the Cooperative Mobility Showcase. This was the
final demonstration event (Amsterdam, 24-26 of March 2010) of the three integrated project on
cooperative driving systems: COOPERS, CVIS and SAFESPOT. The SAFESPOT deployment
programme was presented in session “Removing barriers to deployment: A practical toolkit of
enablers” on Friday 26th at 9.00.
The sessions “Delivering the Cooperative Vision: From R&D Towards Products” chaired by Luisa
Andreone at 11.15 on Friday and “Cooperative systems in all vehicles & on all roads: When and
How?” at 12.00 were interesting discussions on deployment of cooperative systems as well that
confirmed the content of the SAFESPOT deployment programme.

Consolidated deployment programme
Input
organisational
architecture

risk & legal
analysis

deployment
scenarios

1. Interviews

Sc 1

deployment scenarios,
including challenges
from different
perspectives
2. SF BLADE
Workshop

4. CVIS
general assembly workshop

Sc 2
assessment
&
evaluation

business
modelling

Sc 3

recommended actions
for
main
stakeholders
3. Safespot
core group
Workshop

5. Cooperative
Mobility
showcase

Figure 2: Dissemination and discussion activities
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3 Stakeholders views on deployment
The following sections show the views that the stakeholders expressed during the validation
activities. Additionally it is indicated whether this is compliant with the SAFESPOT deployment
programme. The complete results of the workshops activities (scores on the recommendations,
etc.) are presented in the annexes.

3.1 Interviews
Three representatives of the stakeholders, being the EC, Rijkswaterstaat and TeleAtlas/TomTom
were interviewed in an early stage. The scenario dimensions and the basic scenarios were
discussed as well as a first view on deployment. There are no formal interview reports available.
The statements below are a summary of the answers during the interviews. These results were
input for the definition of the scenarios and therefore these statements are coherent with the
deployment programme.
•

The scenarios show illustrative images of the future. Most likely, the actual deployment
will be a combination of these scenarios.

•

The scenarios represent the extremes of the scenario spectrum (e.g. V2V or V2I). The
actual deployment will likely be a combination of scenarios (both V2V and V2I).

•

A scenario with mandatory introduction by EC legislation is politically unfeasible and
unlikely.

•

Nomadic service industry is interested in providing cooperative safety services.

•

A scenario with additional services, next to the SAFESPOT short range warning service,
is a very likely alternative deployment scenario.

In which step of the constitution of the deployment programme, the above results have been
used?
They were used to validate the scenario dimensions and the eight basic scenarios. The results
were input to the selection of three out of eight scenarios. This selection was based on the
likelihood, the illustrative power and distribution over the spectrum of possible scenarios. The
selection procedure has been introduced and discussed in the deliverable 6.7.1 SAFESPOT
Deployment Programme. These three scenarios were elaborated in detail as input for the next
steps in the consolidation process.

3.2 Deployment workshop with the SAFESPOT BLADE team
The statements below are an interpretation of the results of the deployment workshop with the
SAFESPOT BLADE team (see Annex 1 for the full results). The goal of the workshop was to
make explicit the role of the main stakeholder groups and to identify the deployment challenges
for the three deployment scenarios. The results provided arguments for the definition of the
SAFESPOT deployment roadmap. E.g. the preference for a public involvement was an argument
against a private vehicle-to-vehicle based deployment. Detailed descriptions of the scenarios can
be found in deliverable 6.7.1 SAFESPOT Deployment Programme.
Scenario ‘Technology pushed ITS revolution’
In scenario ‘Technology pushed ITS revolution’ the stakeholders have, relatively often, no interest
or a moderate interest in recommendations that are assigned to them. The lack of clear
distribution of responsibilities in this private scenario could be a reason for this. Especially the
public stakeholders seem to be reserved about having a role in this private scenario. The road
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authority is interested in legal implications. The road operator is interested in ensuring
interoperability.
Scenario ‘Safety as a public good’
In this scenario the responsibilities are much clearer. It is remarkable that only two
recommendations are assigned to the Suppliers. Both recommendations are to create modularity
in order to enable interoperability. This is especially remarkable because suppliers (mainly
processor industry) are considered crucial in realizing large volume, low cost solution, which
requires standardisation. The responsibility for standardisation is however with the public sector.
Scenario Extended traffic management
In this scenario all stakeholders have a role and have an interest in the recommendations that
they can feel they can influence. This is a positive indication that all stakeholders can identify
themselves with their role in this scenario. Especially remarkable is the interest in standardization
in this scenario. The recommendations on standardisation were marked as ‘high interest’ by the
stakeholders. Only the service providers were not interested in standardisation on the functional
level.

3.3 Deployment workshop with the SAFESPOT core group
The statements below are a summary of the results of the deployment workshop in the
SAFESPOT core group (see Annex II for the full results). The recognition of the scenarios and the
successful use of the scenarios as a context for the discussion were a positive indication for the
validity and the usability. The urgency and importance of the recommendations was the subject of
the workshop. The business case was considered an important issue (e.g. as opposed privacy
issues). This was later confirmed in e.g. the discussions at the Cooperative Mobility Showcase.
The recommendations were categorised by which deployment challenge they help to overcome
(after the workshop) and thus the urgency and importance of the deployment challenges are
determined.
•

The scenarios were recognised as a useful tool to discuss the deployment of cooperative
systems.

•

Urgent deployment challenges are:
o Cooperation between the stakeholders
o Step by step deployment path
o Realise a European market

•

Important longer term recommendations are:
o Business case for all stakeholders
o Reach critical mass

3.4 Deployment workshop with the CVIS general assembly
The statements below are a summary of the results of the deployment workshop at the CVIS
general assembly (see Annex III for the full results). The participants, who represent the main
stakeholders in cooperative systems, were asked about their opinion on three statements on
deployment in general, and about their role in three different deployment scenarios.
The results were largely compliant with the SAFESPOT deployment scenarios and roadmap, e.g.
the confirmation that cooperative systems will be based on both V2V and V2I communication.
However some results were unexpected, e.g. the different opinions between car manufacturers
and suppliers, and the other stakeholders on the order of market introduction of applications
based on long range communication technology and applications based on short range
communication technology. This was incorporated in the conclusions and recommendations of
the SAFESPOT deployment programme. However, the roadmap still shows that market
introduction of applications based on long range communication technology will come first.
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The statements on deployment that were proposed were the following.
1. Cooperative safety systems will be based on a platform that supports both V2V & V2I
applications
2. Cooperative safety systems and traffic information based on cellular communication will
deploy first, short range safety application come later
3. Without public investments, eventually the market will offer cooperative safety systems
The following can be concluded on the deployment statements:
- The participants agree on statements 1 (Cooperative safety systems will be based on a
platform that supports both V2V & V2I applications) and 2 (Cooperative safety systems
and traffic information based on cellular communication will deploy first, short range
safety application come later). This is a logical view from the perspective of the CVIS
project where different types of services are assessed.
- However, on the statement 2 the car manufacturers and suppliers are “not sure” whether
cooperative safety systems and traffic information based on cellular communication will
deploy first, short range safety application come later, while the other stakeholder do
think that cooperative safety systems and traffic information based on cellular
communication will deploy first. Therefore on average, the participants did agree with this
statement.
- There is no consensus on statement 3 (Without public investments, eventually the market
will offer cooperative safety systems). Some stakeholders agree, some don’t, and some
don’t know. No one of the participant from the car industry agrees with this statement
(most don’t know).
The following statements were made by the participant on their interests as a stakeholder in the
different scenarios:
- Nomadic service providers are interested in all scenarios.
- Road operators and road authorities are divided. For all scenarios there are road
operators and authorities that are interested and there are road operators and authorities
that are not interested.
- Car manufacturers have mixed preferences, although they are most interested in the
‘Extended traffic management’ scenario.
The opinion of the stakeholders on their favourite scenario was a rating of the three given
scenarios, and the favoured one is the scenario with the top ratings. This is not necessarily the
ideal scenario which they might have in mind. However, they do agree with the actions
recommended in the context of the scenarios. It was indicated that the actual deployment could
be a combination of the scenarios. E.g. an infrastructure scenario with strong government
involvement could be followed by a more private system based on V2V ad hoc networks.
The following can be concluded on the roles of the stakeholders in the three deployment
scenarios.
- Nomadic service providers would like a role in providing cooperative safety services.
- The stakeholder group of road authorities & road operators have mixed preferences for
different scenarios
- The stakeholder groups of car manufacturers & suppliers have mixed preferences for the
different scenarios. They seem to have a slight preference for a scenario with public
involvement to reduce investment risks.
- Even if participants don’t like their role in the scenarios, they do agree with the
recommended actions.
It should be noted that these conclusions are based on the questionnaires of 14 participants. The
statistics power is very limited. However, all respondents are working in the CVIS project on
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cooperative systems and can be considered experts on cooperative systems for the last four
years.

3.5 Cooperative Mobility Showcase discussions
The Cooperative Mobility Showcase was the final demonstration event (Amsterdam, 24-26 of
March 2010) of the three integrated project on cooperative driving systems: COOPERS, CVIS
and SAFESPOT. As such, it was not only a platform to present the SAFESPOT deployment
programme, but also provided interesting discussions on the deployment of cooperative systems.
These discussions are considered here as a validation of the SAFESPOT deployment
programme (see Annex IV for the conference programme).
One of the discussions is described here after as a good example for the general discussions on
the deployment of cooperative systems. This was the discussion in the session “Delivering the
Cooperative Vision: From R&D Towards Products” chaired by Luisa Andreone. The discussion
reflected two views on deployment, a ‘car industry view’ and an ‘ICT/service view’. The car
industry view was expressed by Achim Brakemeier (C2C consortium and Daimler). The
‘ICT/service view’ was expressed by Bart Bartels (Practice Director Intelligent Transport Systems
at Logica) and Christian Birle, (Senior Line Manager Traffic Telematics, Vodafone Group Services
GmbH).
Car industry view on deployment is a traditional product development view. Both car industry and
road authorities give a list of applications that will together become the BSA (Basic Set of
Applications). Short range IEEE 802.11p based communication technology is required to
guarantee a minimum service level for many critical safety services. Engineers will develop an
on-board unit with at least the basic set of applications and this platform will be put on the market.
The ICT/service view on deployment is an information network view. Infotainment applications are
the first cooperative applications on the market, based on best effort, not on a guaranteed quality
of service. End users will accept that the system is not perfect. A platform will emerge on which
an end user can get any desired combination of applications, not a bundle or BSA.
These two views are also described in the deployment scenarios of the SAFESPOT deployment
programme and in the SAFESPOT deployment roadmap. The SAFESPOT deployment roadmap
expresses the expectation that information services will be deployed first. It also expresses the
expectation that an in-car platform (factory fit) will emerge that provides time critical safety
applications. Based on the discussions it can be concluded that the SAFESPOT deployment
programme is compliant with the current stakeholder views.
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4 Conclusions
The results of the stakeholder consultation are in line with the deployment programme result as
reported in deliverable 6.7.1 SAFESPOT Deployment Programme. The stakeholder consultation
does therefore lead to only marginal adjustments of the deployment programme. This is the
consequence of the iteration between the constitution of the deployment programme and the
stakeholder consultation process. In the following sections conclusions are drawn on the validity
of the SAFESPOT deployment programme (section 4.1) and on the views of the stakeholders on
deployment of cooperative systems (section 4.2).

4.1 Presentation and discussion of the deployment
programme
The SAFESPOT deployment programme represents the views on deployment of the different
stakeholders. It also provides a deployment roadmap which described a possible and likely path
for the deployment of cooperative system. The deployment scenarios that were developed proved
to be a context that enables the discussion on deployment as intended. It can therefore be
concluded that the SAFESPOT deployment programme is validated as it was intended by the
SAFESPOT technical annex.
The process of presenting and discussing was extensive and consisted of several interviews and
workshops with people from different backgrounds. In this validation process, to be able to
discuss the complexity of the deployment of cooperative systems, it was chosen to involve
participants with knowledge on cooperative systems. This was both an advantage and a risk on
group think. The different backgrounds and different opinions indicate that this was not a problem.
The results of the deployment programme were produced in the end of the project. This left only a
limited number of occasions to present and discuss of the SAFESPOT deployment programme. It
is clear that there are still two different views on the deployment of cooperative systems, and the
discussion is not yet finalised. To achieve good cooperation between the car industry and the
nomadic service industry that is required to speed up the deployment cooperative systems, it is
recommended to continue this discussion.
The scenarios and the recommended actions were presented and discussed in groups of
stakeholders with knowledge and interest in cooperative systems, ranging from the SAFESPOT
BLADE team, the SAFESPOT Core Group and the CVIS General Assembly meeting. Then the
three scenarios were elaborated and adapted based on the discussions in the deployment
workshops.
Stakeholders from all main stakeholder groups were consulted on their role as intended in the
deployment scenarios. Stakeholders recognised the scenarios as realistic, and generally
confirmed positive attitude to their proposed roles. The opinion which the stakeholders expressed
was a rating of the scenarios, and the favoured one is the scenario with the top ratings but not
necessarily what they ideally might have in mind. However, the responses of the stakeholders
confirmed the actions recommended in the context of the scenarios. It was indicated that the
actual deployment could be a combination of the deployment scenarios. E.g. an infrastructure
scenario with strong government involvement could be followed by a more private system based
on V2V ad hoc networks. This indication can be explained because of the choice to use extreme
instead of “likely” or “viable” scenarios. It also confirms the usability of the scenarios of
communication purposes.

4.2 Stakeholder views on deployment
The conclusion of the stakeholders’ views on the deployment of a SAFESPOT system and on
their role in cooperative safety systems are based on the activities for dissemination and
validation as described in this report. These activities were interviews, several workshop sessions
with participants representing all stakeholder groups at different levels (experts and decision
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makers) and the sessions at the Cooperative Mobility Showcase, March 2010 in Amsterdam. The
stakeholder views are described in terms of the preferred deployment path and the stakeholder
role.
Car manufacturers and suppliers
Cars’ industry view on deployment is a product development view. The car industry, in agreement
with the road authorities, defines a list of applications that will together become the BSA (Basic
Set of Applications). An on-board unit with at least these applications will be put on the market
based on industry standards. In terms of the SAFESPOT scenarios, the car industry prefers the
deployment scenario with public involvement, especially ‘Extended traffic management’. This can
be explained because public involvement means a reduction of the investment risks for the car
industry. Public involvement will provide the best guarantee for standardisation, high volume
electronics, and low costs.
Road authorities and road operators
Public stakeholders were not consistent in their interest in the deployment scenarios. Road
authorities do not have a common view on their role in deployment (different types of
organisations). Important to them is:
1. What the impact of cooperative safety systems on their roles and responsibilities is;
2. What the societal benefits of the cooperative safety systems are;
3. Whether, without public investments, eventually the market will offer cooperative safety
systems.
Since there is no common view on these questions, and the societal benefits of the cooperative
safety systems are still unclear, it makes sense that the road authorities do not have a clear
common view on their position.
They do realise that there is a potential in cooperative systems, and they are willing to participate
in field operational tests to get more clarity. It is also clear that currently road operators have a
limited responsibility (only the road) and they are reluctant to extend their responsibility (into the
vehicle).
Nomadic service industry
Nomadic service industry is eager to provide in-car services, including cooperative safety
services. This is expressed during the interviews as well as in the questionnaire. On the other
hand, the questionnaire shows they like their role in scenario ‘safety as a public good’, in which
they do not provide safety services, only navigation and information services. The ‘ICT/service
view’ on deployment is an information network view based on an open system or on some largely
popular connectivity and/or multimedia consumer platform. The end user can ‘download’ any
desired applications. Applications are developed by service providers based on best effort, not on
a guaranteed quality of service. Infotainment applications based on long range cellular
communication technology are the first cooperative applications on the market. End users
probably will accept that the system is not perfect. This view is in conflict with the Car
manufacturers and suppliers, where safety is considered as an important added value and
strongly related to the brand.
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Annex 1: Report on the deployment workshop with the
SAFESPOT BLADE team
Introduction
During the BLADE sub project meeting on 29-30 October 2009 in Cologne, a Deployment
workshop was done. The goals of the workshop were to define actions for each stakeholder
group for the different deployment scenarios, and to give more detail to the scenarios. This annex
describes the workshop procedure, an interpretation of the results, a reflection on the workshop
and the complete results.

Workshop procedure
The participants were divided in 3 groups, and each group assigned recommendations to on the
three deployment scenarios (Figure 3).
During the workshop the existing recommendations from deliverable 6.4.5 Preliminary
recommendations based on risks and legal analysis were assigned to the main stakeholder
groups. Then missing recommendations were identified and added to the existing
recommendations.
Public lead

SAFESPOT platform

SAFETY AS A
PUBLIC GOOD

V2V

EXTENDED
TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

V2I

TECHNOLOGY
PUSHED
ITS REVOLUTION

Private lead

generic in-car platform

Figure 3: Three deployment scenarios
Finally the participants were assigned a role (see Table 1) and asked to estimate two things from
the perspective of their role. For each recommendation they were asked to estimate the interest
as a stakeholder in executing that recommendation. Participants labelled their stakeholder
interest in each recommendation (interested = green, moderately interested = yellow, not
interested = red). Finally participants estimated their influence on executing each
recommendation. The recommendations were put in order, placing the recommendations on top
for which the stakeholders have much influence on the executing, e.g. because they can execute
them without help of other stakeholders.
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Table 1: Roles assigned to participants
Stakeholders role
Participant
Public authorities
Lina Konstantinopoulou (Ertico) & Torsten Geissler (UoC)
Road operator
Tom Alkim (RWS) & Andreas Luedeke (BAST)
Nomadic service providers
Stefano Marco (CSST) & Marion Robery (Thomas Miller)
OEMs
Sergio Damiani (CRF) & Freek Faber (TNO)
Suppliers
Han Zwijnenberg (TNO) & Jan André Buehne (UoC)

Interpretation of the results
This section gives a short interpretation of the results for each scenario. The complete results are
presented below.
Table 2: Interest in recommended actions

recommendations in the interest of the
stakeholders
recommendations 'moderate' in the interest
of the stakeholders
recommendations 'not' in the interest of the
stakeholders

scenario
'Technology
pushed ITS
revolution'

scenario
'Safety as a
public good'

scenario
'Extended
traffic
management'

20

21

21

25

11

13

14

2

4

Scenario ‘Technology pushed ITS revolution’
In scenario ‘Technology pushed ITS revolution’ the stakeholders have, relatively often, no interest
or a moderate interest in recommendations that are assigned to them. This indicates that in this
private scenario the stakeholders define their interest smaller than in a more public scenario. The
lack of clear distribution of responsibilities in this scenario could be a reason for this. Especially
the public stakeholders seem to be reserved about having a role in this private scenario. The road
authority indicates an interest in only one of the eight recommendations. The road operator
indicates an interest in only two of the eight recommendations.
Scenario ‘Safety as a public good’
In this scenario the responsibilities are much clearer. It is remarkable that only two
recommendations are assigned to the Suppliers. Especially because suppliers (mainly processor
industry) are considered crucial in realizing large volume, low cost solution.
Scenario Extended traffic management
In this scenario all stakeholders have a role and have an interest in the recommendations that
they can feel they can influence. This is a positive indication that all stakeholders can identify
themselves with their role in this scenario. Especially remarkable is the interest in standardization
in this scenario. Most stakeholders are interested in realizing the standardization
recommendations.

Reflection on the workshop
This section gives a reflection on the workshop process and the results. This was the first
moment to discuss the deployment scenarios in a workshop setting. The amount of
exercises/tasks during the workshop was too much for the available time, especially considering
the complexity of tasks. Therefore there was little time to come up with additional
recommendations and for discussion of the results. The results are based on a limited set of
recommendations and the interpretation should therefore be considered only an indication for the
perception of the stakeholders.
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Complete results
This annex shows for each scenario which recommendations are assigned to which stakeholder.
The participants labelled their stakeholder interest in each recommendation (interested = green,
moderately interested = yellow, not interested = red). This is indicated below (except for
recommendations to ‘other stakeholders’ and for scenario 4 for the OEM). The recommendations
were put in order, placing the recommendations on top for which the stakeholders have much
influence on the executing, e.g. because they can execute them without help of other
stakeholders. The number in the first column refers to the number of the recommendation in
SAFESPOT deliverable 6.4.5.

Scenario 4: Technology pushed ITS revolution
1. public authority

2.3
6.5
3.6
2.8
4.6
1.5
7.4

2. road operator
recommendation
develop an incident management plan.
emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
determine interoperability standards for the technical specifications
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
It is recommended that research activities should focus on interoperability issues
5.4 involving road operators from different countries.
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
7.1 principles.
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for cooperative
1.6 systems.

nr
4.4
4.6
3.2
7.4

interest
(1-3)
1
2
2
3
2
3
3
2

influence ->

2.1

recommendation
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
develop institutional arrangements/legal framework that’s supports an
efficient/preferred organizational architecture
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
define requirements for auditable trail in the technical design
emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
define enabling administrative structures to ensure quality control procedures in
order to minimize legal liability.
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.

interest
1
2
1
2
2
2
2

influence ->

nr

3. OEM
recommendation
open up the platform for non-safety services
define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
define requirements for a modular technical architecture.

4.7 show individual safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip or post-trip.
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large
7.2 scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.
4.6 emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
4.5 show safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip of post-trip.
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
5.3 level.
3.5 appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
4.1 determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
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4. supplier

3.3 define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
include a "switch-off functionality" for the user and consider incentives for switching
7.3 back on (consider user acceptance and legal reasons).
6.5 test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
7.1 principles.
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for cooperative
1.6 systems.
3.1 define requirements for a modular technical design.
4.1 determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large
7.2 scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
5.3 level.
3.5 appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the SAFESPOT
5.2 system complies with health standards concerning radiation.
4.2 analyse users’ willingness to pay.
4.8 provide the opportunity for service provider to create a competitive advantage.
4.6 emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan

interest
(1-3)
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
3

influence ->

nr recommendation
2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
1.1 open up the platform for non-safety services

5. PND provider
interest
(1-3)

recommendation

4.7 show individual safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip or post-trip.
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
include a "switch-off functionality" for the user and consider incentives for switching
7.3 back on (consider user acceptance and legal reasons).
6.2 allow hardware updates in the design of the system.
4.6 emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
2.6 define testing goals from a liability perspective
include other stakeholders in the business case (insurers, lease companies,
4.9 telecom operators) and determine their conditions for participation.
4.3 analyse the willingness of end users to be monitored by the system.
1.1 open up the platform for non-safety services
2.8 define requirements for auditable trail in the technical design
3.5 appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
3.1 define requirements for a modular technical design.
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for cooperative
1.6 systems.
It is recommended that the system shall be able to implement both an adaptive and
6.4 adaptable interface for the near future
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
7.1 principles.
2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
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3.3 define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
6.5 test the developed interface with road users from different regions.

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

influence ->

6.7 determine the minimal system functionality needed for 'daily use' of the system.
4.1 determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
develop a common standard for recognizing the accident scenarios and/or the
5.1 warning message generation to avoid brand specific solutions.
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
7.1 principles.
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large
7.2 scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
5.3 level.

6.6
2.2
1.3
1.2
1.4
2.5

determine, on the base of a quality standard, at which quality level different services
operate in different circumstances and to inform the driver promptly in case the SF
system operates outside the specified quality/performance limits.
define and performance standards as well as test procedures to validate conformity
with these standards
determine the impact of safety critical and non-safety services on the required
bandwidth and frequencies.
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll-out.
define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
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Scenario 5: Safety as a public good
1. public authority
recommendation
7.2 develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
determine the impact of safety critical and non-safety services on the required
1.3 bandwidth and frequencies.
3.3 define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
develop institutional arrangements/legal framework that’s supports an
2.3 efficient/preferred organizational architecture
4.1 determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
define killer applications
define enabling administrative structures to ensure quality control procedures in
1.5 order to minimize legal liability.
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
2.1 interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
determine whether a legal obligation (e.g. law) to store data in-car will contribute to
2.4 a faster deployment
include other stakeholders in the business case (insurers, lease companies,
4.9 telecom operators) and determine their conditions for participation.
5.2 It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the SAFESPOT

interest
(1-3)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
influence ->

nr

1
1
2

2. road operator
recommendation
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
2.1 interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular
2.7 architecture

interest
(1-3)
1
2
2

determine, on the base of a quality standard, at which quality level different services
operate in different circumstances and to inform the driver promptly in case the SF
6.6 system operates outside the specified quality/performance limits.
6.2 allow hardware updates in the design of the system.
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
2.1 interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..

1
2

6.7 determine the minimal system functionality needed for 'daily use' of the system.

2
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3. OEM

7.1
6.1
6.4
1.1
4.6
2.8
2.7
3.4
4.2
4.3
4.5

2.1

recommendation
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
Open up your proprietary in-vehicle network for third party applications
allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
It is recommended that the system shall be able to implement both an adaptive and
adaptable interface for the near future
open up the platform for non-safety services
emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
define requirements for auditable trail in the technical design
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular
architecture
record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
analyse users’ willingness to pay.
analyse the willingness of end users to be monitored by the system.
show safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip of post-trip.
Coordinated approach for deployment among OEMs
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..

determine, on the base of a quality standard, at which quality level different services
operate in different circumstances and to inform the driver promptly in case the SF
6.6 system operates outside the specified quality/performance limits.

interest
(1-3)
1
3
1
2
3
2
1

1
1
1
1

1

influence ->

nr

1

nr

recommendation
3.1 define requirements for a modular technical design.
2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.

interest
(1-3)
2
2

influe

4. supplier

5. PND provider

nr
3.2
5.3
1.4
2.2
5.1
1.2
6.5
7.4

6. Other
recommendation
determine interoperability standards for the technical specifications
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
level.
define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
define and performance standards as well as test procedures to validate conformity
with these standards
develop a common standard for recognizing the accident scenarios and/or the
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll-out.
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
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Scenario 6: Extended traffic management
1. public authority

5.4
1.1
1.4
2.4
4.9
1.6
4.8
5.2
3.2
1.5

recommendation
It is recommended that research activities should focus on interoperability issues
involving road operators from different countries.
open up the platform for non-safety services
define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
determine whether a legal obligation (e.g. law) to store data in-car will contribute to
a faster deployment
include other stakeholders in the business case (insurers, lease companies,
telecom operators) and determine their conditions for participation.
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for cooperative
systems.
provide the opportunity for service provider to create a competitive advantage.
It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the SAFESPOT
system complies with health standards concerning radiation.
determine interoperability standards for the technical specifications
define enabling administrative structures to ensure quality control procedures in
order to minimize legal liability.

interest
(1-3)
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
influence ->

nr

2
2
2

2. road operator

5.3
4.4
2.8
7.4
2.6
7.2

recommendation
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
level.
develop an incident management plan.
define requirements for auditable trail in the technical design
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
define testing goals from a liability perspective
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large
scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.

interest
(1-3)
1
1
2
2
2

influence ->

nr

1

3. OEM

1.3
3.4
4.6
3.6
4.3

recommendation
determine the impact of safety critical and non-safety services on the required
bandwidth and frequencies.
record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
analyse the willingness of end users to be monitored by the system.

3.3 define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
6.2 allow hardware updates in the design of the system.
It is recommended that the system shall be able to implement both an adaptive and
6.4 adaptable interface for the near future
1.4 define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
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4. supplier

7.3
2.2
5.1
1.2
1.5
7.1
2.7
3.1
6.3

recommendation
include a "switch-off functionality" for the user and consider incentives for switching
back on (consider user acceptance and legal reasons).
define and performance standards as well as test procedures to validate conformity
with these standards
develop a common standard for recognizing the accident scenarios and/or the
warning message generation to avoid brand specific solutions.
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll-out.
define enabling administrative structures to ensure quality control procedures in
order to minimize legal liability.
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
principles.
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular
architecture
define requirements for a modular technical design.
investigate whether and how the different system implementations can be
diagnosed.

interest
(1-3)
1
2
1
1
1
2
influence ->

nr

2
1
1

5. PND provider
recommendation
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
determine, on the base of a quality standard, at which quality level different services
operate in different circumstances and to inform the driver promptly in case the SF
6.6 system operates outside the specified quality/performance limits.
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for cooperative
1.6 systems.
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
5.3 level.

interest
(1-3)
1

1

influence ->

nr

2
3

nr

recommendation
define enabling administrative structures to ensure quality control procedures in
1.5 order to minimize legal liability.
harmonise lawsf
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Annex 2: Report on the deployment workshop with the
SAFESPOT core group
This annex describes the goal, the procedure and the results of the Deployment Workshop
session in the SAFESPOT Core Group meeting on November 5th 2009 in Orbassano, Italy.
The goal of the workshop was to identify the recommendations for the three deployment
scenarios that are being developed in the SAFESPOT BLADE subproject.
To achieve this goal in the short time that was available, an approach was chosen in which the
participants sorted existing recommendations by relevance and by deployment phase. The
procedure is explained below in more detail.
This annex consists of a summary of the results, the procedure of the workshop, the results per
scenario, general results for all scenarios, a reflection on the workshop and the complete results.

Summary of the results
This summary of the result presents the recommendations that were specific to each scenario. A
more complete overview of the results, including the most relevant, the least relevant and the
disputed recommendations is presented under results.
Scenario: Technology pushed ITS revolution
Specific to this scenario are the following recommended actions
• On the legal side it is especially relevant to facilitate an auditable trail (in-car data
logging) to clearly assign liabilities (rec. 2.7)
• User attractiveness is especially relevant. The user interface (rec. 7.1 and 7.2), the
functionality are considered important (rec. 6.5 and 6.7). It is surprising that the switch-off
functionality (rec. 7.3) is not considered an issue.
• A marketing plan to communicate the safety benefits is specifically relevant (rec. 4.6), it is
less crucial to record these benefits in FOT than in other scenarios (rec. 3.4).
Scenario: Safety as a public good
Specific to this scenario are the following recommended actions
• Opening up the platform for non-safety services is not an issue in this scenario (rec. 1.1).
• Especially important are the legal implications of the system architecture (rec. 2.1).
• A modular design or the system architecture is considered important (rec. 3.1)
• Recording the benefits in an FOT is also considered important (rec. 3.4)
• The willingness to be monitored was expected to be especially relevant in this scenario.
Surprisingly this privacy issue is not considered crucial. (rec. 4.3).
• The usability is not an issue compared to other scenarios (rec. 6.4 and 6.7)
Scenario: Extended traffic management
Specific to this scenario are the following recommended actions
• Opening up the platform for non-safety services in an early stage (Proof of Concept/FOT)
is especially relevant in this scenario (rec. 1.1).
• Interoperability standards are expected to be especially crucial in this scenario (rec. 3.2
and 5.4). Surprisingly, requirements for a modular technical design are considered less
important (rec. 2.5)
• Willingness to pay is also considered especially important (rec. 4.2)

Procedure workshop
These figures below show the procedure of the workshop exercise. Six groups (of 2-4 people)
categorized recommendation from the SAFESPOT BLADE deliverable 6.4.5 Preliminary
recommendations based on risk and legal analysis, into two dimensions. These dimensions are
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shown in the picture below. The picture represents a sheet that was used to sticker post-its with
recommendations onto. The first dimension is the importance. The second dimension is the
deployment phase.

Scenario: ‘Extended traffic management’
P oC

Take -off

FOT

crucial
d
Recommen
ation:
Appoint a
‘Mr
Safespot’

important

Recommendation:
Appoint a ‘Mr
Recommendation:
Safespot’
Appoint a ‘Mr
Safespot’

relevant
Group 3
Figure 4: Workshop procedure
Figure 5 shows the three deployment phases in which the recommendations are categorised.
Maturity

Putting the FOT into perspective

Optimise service
levels

Development

Take-off
Business Modelling & Planning,
Deployment

Proof of Concept
Innovation,
Stakeholder
groups

FOTs
Methodology, Testing, Validation,
Evaluation, Organizational Issues,
Business Case development
Time

Now

Figure 5: Deployment phases
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Results per scenario
The results are described for each individual scenario, and some overall results. For each
scenario the crucial and important recommendations, the less relevant recommendations and the
scenario-specific recommendations are mentioned. The relevance is indicated by a number: 1 =
crucial, 2 = relevant, 3 = less relevant. Some stickers were put on the edge of ‘crucial’ and
‘relevant’ and were therefore given a 1.5.
Scenario: Technology pushed ITS revolution
ref
1.2
2.5
2.7
6.5
6.7

most relevant recommendations
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll-out.
define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
determine the minimal system functionality needed for 'daily use' of the system.
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design
7.1 principles.
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large
7.2 scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.
Identify promising new technologies
Define a common open technical solution for the architecture & platform

relevance
1
1
1
1
1

phase
?
PoC
FOT
FOT
PoC

1

FOT

1
1
1

FOT
PoC
PoC

ref
least relevant recommendations
relevance
3
2.4 determine whether a legal obligation (e.g. law) to store data in-car will contribute to a
faster deployment
5.2 It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the SAFESPOT system
3
complies with health standards concerning radiation.
2.1 verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
2.5
interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
3.3 define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
2.5
to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
analyse the willingness of end users to be monitored by the system.
show safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip of post-trip.
show individual safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip or post-trip.
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional
level.
6.6 determine, on the base of a quality standard, at which quality level different services
operate in different circumstances and to inform the driver promptly in case the SF
system operates outside the specified quality/performance limits.
7.3 include a "switch-off functionality" for the user and consider incentives for switching
back on (consider user acceptance and legal reasons).
3.6
4.3
4.5
4.7
5.3

ref
disputed recommendations
4.6 emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
It is recommended that research activities should focus on interoperability
5.4 issues involving road operators from different countries.
provide the opportunity for service provider to create a competitive
4.8 advantage.
1.4 define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
4.2 analyse users’ willingness to pay.
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
1.1 open up the platform for non-safety services
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll1.2 out.
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relevance
?

phase
PoC/FOT
FOT
PoC
PoC/FOT

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

FOT/take-off
FOT
take-off
take-off
PoC

2.5

FOT/take-off

2.5

take-off

assigned
relevance/p
hase
phase
take-off
1

2

?

PoC

2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

?
?
?
?
?

take-off
take-off
FOT
FOT
take-off

1

?

FOT
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Scenario: Safety as a public good
ref
1.2
2.5
3.1

2.7
3.5
4.1

4.9
5.4
6.3
6.5

most relevant recommendations
relevance
phase
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European rollout.
1
PoC/FOT
define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
1
PoC
define requirements for a modular technical design.
1
PoC
support OEMs with specific 'subsidising instruments' to stimulate the
market penetration
1
Take-off
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular
architecture
1.5
?
appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
1.5
PoC
determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
1.5
PoC/FOT
include other stakeholders in the business case (insurers, lease
companies, telecom operators) and determine their conditions for
participation.
1.5
FOT/take-off
It is recommended that research activities should focus on interoperability
issues involving road operators from different countries.
1.5
PoC/FOT
investigate whether and how the different system implementations can be
diagnosed.
1.5
PoC/FOT
test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
1.5
FOT

develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users
7.2 on a large scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.

1.5

ref
least relevant recommendations
relevance
4.5 show safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip of post-trip.
3
show individual safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip or post4.7 trip.
3
It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the
5.2 SAFESPOT system complies with health standards concerning radiation.
6.2 allow hardware updates in the design of the system.
1.1 open up the platform for non-safety services
determine the impact of safety critical and non-safety services on the
1.3 required bandwidth and frequencies.
determine whether a legal obligation (e.g. law) to store data in-car will
2.4 contribute to a faster deployment
4.2 analyse users’ willingness to pay.
provide the opportunity for service provider to create a competitive
4.8 advantage.
6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
It is recommended that the system shall be able to implement both an
6.4 adaptive and adaptable interface for the near future
determine the minimal system functionality needed for 'daily use' of the
6.7 system.
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phase
FOT
FOT

3
3
2.5

PoC/FOT
PoC/FOT
FOT/take-off

2.5

PoC

2.5
2.5

PoC/FOT

2.5
2.5

FOT/take-off
PoC/FOT

2.5

FOT/take-off

2.5

PoC
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ref
2.1
1.4
2.3
3.4
3.6
5.3
1.6
5.1
2.7

disputed recommendations
relevance phase
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in
interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
?
?
define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
?
Take-off
develop institutional arrangements/legal framework that’s supports an
efficient/preferred organizational architecture
?
FOT
record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
?
FOT
to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
?
PoC/FOT
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a
functional level.
?
PoC
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for
cooperative systems.
2
?
develop a common standard for recognizing the accident scenarios and/or
the warning message generation to avoid brand specific solutions.
2
?
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular
architecture
1.5
?
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Scenario: Extended traffic management
ref
1.1
1.2
3.2
4.2
5.4

1.6
3.6
4.1
7.2

most relevant recommendations
relevance
phase
open up the platform for non-safety services
1
PoC/FOT
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll1
PoC/FOT
determine interoperability standards for the technical specifications
1
PoC
analyse users’ willingness to pay.
1
Take-off
It is recommended that research activities should focus on interoperability
issues involving road operators from different countries.
1
PoC
to provide to the road user attractive 'levers' for them to accept to pay for
safety services and traffic efficiency services
1
Take-off
define effective strategy for vast public perception of benfits
1
FOT
define European standards for presentation of traffic information for
1.5
FOT/Take-off
to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
1.5
?
determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
1.5
FOT/Take-off
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users
on a large scale for a long term period (FOT) and in different regions.
1.5
FOT

ref
least relevant recommendations
relevance
phase
2.4 determine whether a legal obligation (e.g. law) to store data in-car will
3
3.5 appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
3
PoC
4.3 analyse the willingness of end users to be monitored by the system.
3
PoC
It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the
3
Take-off
5.2 SAFESPOT system complies with health standards concerning radiation.
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and
2.5
PoC/FOT
2.1 in interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
2.5
PoC
develop a common standard for recognizing the accident scenarios
2.5
FOT/Take-off
5.1 and/or the warning message generation to avoid brand specific solutions.
6.2 allow hardware updates in the design of the system.
2.5
PoC
include a "switch-off functionality" for the user and consider incentives for
2.5
FOT/Take-off
7.3 switching back on (consider user acceptance and legal reasons).

ref
disputed recommendations
relevance
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
?
develop institutional arrangements/legal framework that’s supports an
2.3 efficient/preferred organizational architecture
2
It is recommended that the system shall be able to implement both an
6.4 adaptive and adaptable interface for the near future
2
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI
7.1 design principles.
2
3.6 to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
1.5
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General results
These are the common recommendations to all three scenarios. Both the crucial and disputed
recommendations are listed.

Crucial to all scenarios (no regrets)
Table 3: Top relevant recommendation s averaged over all scenarios
phase
phase
phase
most relevant recommendations
relevance scenario 4 scenario 5 scenario 6
define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable
1.2 European roll-out.
1.0
?
PoC/FOT
PoC/FOT
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using
real end-users on a large scale for a long term period
7.2 (FOT) and in different regions.
1.4
FOT
FOT
FOT

ref

2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
3.1 define requirements for a modular technical design.
It is recommended that research activities should focus on
interoperability issues involving road operators from
5.4 different countries.
test the developed interface with road users from different
6.5 regions.
assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI)
7.1 design against HMI design principles.
facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by
2.7 using a modular architecture
determine interoperability standards for the technical
3.2 specifications
determine cost-effectiveness to ground government
4.1 investments

1.5
1.5

PoC
PoC

PoC
PoC

PoC
PoC

1.5

?

PoC/FOT

PoC

1.5

FOT

FOT

FOT

1.6

FOT

PoC/FOT

?

1.6

FOT

?

1.6

PoC

PoC/FOT

PoC

1.6

take-off

PoC/FOT

FOT/Take-off

Table 4: Recommendations rated differently by different participants

ref

disputed recommendations

scenario 4:
scenario 6:
Technology
Extended
scenario 5:
varipushed ITS
traffic
Safety as a
revolution
public good management ance
phase -> PoC FOT take- PoC FOT take- PoC FOT takeoff
off
off
group->
1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 6 5 6 5 6

3.5 appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
1
record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in
3.4 the trials.
1.4 define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
3.6 to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
4.2 analyse users’ willingness to pay.
It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop
5.3 standards on a functional level.
determine the minimal system functionality needed for 'daily
6.7 use' of the system.
2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in
2.1 parallel and in interaction with other sub-projects in BLADE..
1.1 open up the platform for non-safety services
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Reflection on the workshop
Despite the short time that was available, the participants understood the exercise and did a good
job to assign all recommendations. One group did not finish all recommendations which resulted
in a number of ‘blanks’ for the ‘Extended traffic management’ scenario.
The participants were able to understand and to interpret the context of their scenario. This was
stated by them during the workshop session and it is confirmed by the consistency between the
two groups working on the same scenario, and by the differences in results between the
scenarios. The differences between the two groups are shown in the table below. 1 Difference
means that either the relevance or the phase is different.
Table 5: Differences between the two groups (for every scenario)

Technology pushed
ITS revolution
impor- phase both
tance
no difference
12
22
8
1 difference
22
6
14
2 difference
1
7
9
3 difference
4
blanks
4
4
4
39
39
39

Safety as a public
good
impor- phase both
tance
17
19
11
15
17
7
6
2
18
1
1
1
1
39
39
38

Extended traffic
management
impor- phase both
tance
15
9
5
9
12
10
1
4
9
1
14
14
14
39
39
39

Due to time constraint in the workshop session, only a part of the D6.4.5 recommendations were
analysed. The recommendations used for the workshops were the recommendations on the
content (44/80).The recommendations on the processed were not used.
The participants got the opportunity to add missing recommendations. Only very few
recommendations were added. This might be due to the overload of information and the limited
time that was available.
Table 6: Recommendations added by the participants
ref

addtional recommendations
to provide to the road user attractive 'levers' for them to
accept to pay for safety services and traffic efficiency
services

relevance

define effective strategy for vast public perception of benfits
support OEMs with specific 'subsidising instruments' to
stimulate the market penetration
Identify promising new technologies
Define a common open technical solution for the
architecture & platform
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phase
scenario 4

phase
scenario 5

phase
scenario 6

1.0

Take-off

1.0

FOT

1.0
1.0

PoC

1.0

PoC
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Complete results
These are the complete results of the Deployment Workshop session SAFESPOT core group meeting. For all recommendations the phase in
which the recommendation is important and its relevance is indicated for each scenario. The phases are ‘Proof of Concept’ (PoC), ‘Field
Operational Test’ (FOT) and ‘take-off’. The relevance is indicated by a number: 1 = crucial, 2 = relevant, 3 = less relevant. Some stickers were put
on the edge of ‘crucial’ and ‘relevant’ and were therefore given a 1.5.

standardisation

business planning

deployment

legal

technical

ref

Technology pushed ITS
revolution
phase ->
PoC
FOT
take-off
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1

action
1.1 open up the platform for non-safety services
1.2 define standards for V2V and V2I communication to enable European roll-out.
determine the impact of safety critical and non-safety services on the required bandwidth and
1.3 frequencies.
1.4 define certification procedures to enforce quality standards.
1.6 define European standards for presentation of traffic information for cooperative systems.
verify legal implications of system architecture and design in parallel and in interaction with other sub2.1 projects in BLADE..
define and performance standards as well as test procedures to validate conformity with these
2.2 standards
develop institutional arrangements/legal framework that’s supports an efficient/preferred
2.3 organizational architecture
determine whether a legal obligation (e.g. law) to store data in-car will contribute to a faster
2.4 deployment
2.5 define requirements for a modular technical architecture.
2.7 facilitate an auditable trail in the technical design, e.g. by using a modular architecture
3.1 define requirements for a modular technical design.
3.2 determine interoperability standards for the technical specifications
3.3 define road types, user groups and phases that the deployment is likely to follow
3.4 record in detail the benefits of the system, as demonstrated in the trials.
3.5 appoint a ‘Mr. Safespot’, or a high level Supervisory Board
3.6 to create awareness among professional stakeholders.
4.1 determine cost-effectiveness to ground government investments
4.2 analyse users’ willingness to pay.
4.3 analyse the willingness of end users to be monitored by the system.
4.5 show safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip of post-trip.
4.6 emphasise the effects of safety systems in a marketing plan
4.7 show individual safety effects or statistics on in-car display, on-trip or post-trip.
4.8 provide the opportunity for service provider to create a competitive advantage.
include other stakeholders in the business case (insurers, lease companies, telecom operators) and
4.9 determine their conditions for participation.
develop a common standard for recognizing the accident scenarios and/or the warning message
5.1 generation to avoid brand specific solutions.
It is recommended that an evaluation be made as to whether the SAFESPOT system complies with
5.2 health standards concerning radiation.
5.3 It is recommended that task groups are set up to develop standards on a functional level.
It is recommended that research activities should focus on interoperability issues involving road
5.4 operators from different countries.
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Extended traffic management
PoC
FOT
take-off
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6
5
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5
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1
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6.1 allow on-line system updates in the design of the system.
6.2 allow hardware updates in the design of the system.
6.3 investigate whether and how the different system implementations can be diagnosed.
It is recommended that the system shall be able to implement both an adaptive and adaptable interface
6.4 for the near future
6.5 test the developed interface with road users from different regions.
determine, on the base of a quality standard, at which quality level different services operate in
different circumstances and to inform the driver promptly in case the SF system operates outside the
6.6 specified quality/performance limits.
6.7 determine the minimal system functionality needed for 'daily use' of the system.
7.1 assess the Safespot Human Machine Interaction (HMI) design against HMI design principles.
develop a test plan for the Safespot system concept using real end-users on a large scale for a long
7.2 term period (FOT) and in different regions.
include a "switch-off functionality" for the user and consider incentives for switching back on
7.3 (consider user acceptance and legal reasons).
define enabling administrative structures to ensure quality control procedures in order to assign legal
liability.
define crucial applications that must be developped first
open up the platform for third party applications
coordinated approach for FOT among OEM
develop intelligent infrstructure services
participate in real life demos
harmonisation of laws
support OEMs with specific 'subsidising instruments' to stimulate the market penetration
recommend public authorities to stablish plans for making actual infrastructures more 'smart'
Identify promising new technologies
Define a common open technical solution for the architecture & platform
to provide to the road user attractive 'levers' for them to accept to pay for safety services and traffic
efficiency services
define effective strategy for vast public perception of benfits
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Annex 3: Report on the deployment workshop with
CVIS general assembly
Introduction
As part of the BLADE task T6.7.2, the SAFESPOT deployment scenarios (result of T6.7.1)
have been discussed in a session on deployment during the General assembly of the 6th
framework integrated project CVIS on December 16th, 2009.
The goal of this session was to discuss the perception of the stakeholders and disseminate
the SAFESPOT BLADE deployment plan.
This annex consists of a summary of the results, conclusions.

Summary of the results
After the deployment session, a questionnaire was handed out to the participants. The aim
of the questionnaire was to obtain the view of relevant stakeholders on the deployment of
cooperative safety systems.
The main stakeholders were asked about their opinion on three statements on deployment
in general, and about their role in three different deployment scenarios. The complete
questionnaire is attached below.
Questionnaire results
Fourteen respondents filled in the questionnaire anonymously. The respondents were
distributed well over the distinguished stakeholder groups, being 5 Road operators and
road authorities, 5 Car manufacturers and suppliers and 4 Nomadic service providers.

Nomadic
service
providers, 4

Road operators
and road
authorities, 5

Car
manufacturers
and suppliers, 5

Figure 6: Distribution of stakeholders in CVIS general assembly participants
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The main stakeholders were asked about their opinion on three statements on deployment
in general, and about their role in three different deployment scenarios.
The general statements that were proposed are the following.
1. Cooperative safety systems will be based on a platform that supports both V2V & V2I
applications
2. Cooperative safety systems and traffic information based on cellular communication will
deploy first, short range safety application come later
3. Without public investments, eventually the market will offer cooperative safety systems
The participants agree on the first and the second statement. There is no consensus on the
third statement (see also Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9).

Cooperative safety systems will be based on a platform
that supports both V2V & V2I applications
100%
80%
no
not sure
yes

60%
40%
20%

Nomadic
service
provider

Car
manufacturers
& suppliers

Road authority
& road
operator

total

0%

Figure 7: Agreement to: “Cooperative safety systems will be based on V2V and V2I”
Figure 7shows that 85% of the participants agree with the statement that there will be a
platform that supports both V2V and V2I. There are no significant differences in the
answers between the stakeholder groups.
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Cooperative safety systems and traffic information based
on cellular communication will deploy first, short range
safety application come later
100%
80%
no
not sure
yes

60%
40%
20%

Nomadic
service
provider

Car
manufacturers
& suppliers

Road authority
& road
operator

total

0%

Figure 8: Agreement to: “information applications deploy before short range safety
applications”
Figure 8 shows that road authorities and road operators agree that safety and information
systems based on cellular networks will deploy before short range WiFi based systems,
and most nomadic service providers agree to that as well. Car industry is however not sure
about this.
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Without public investments, eventually the market will
offer cooperative safety systems
100%
80%
no
not sure
yes

60%
40%
20%

Nomadic
service
provider

Car
manufacturers
& suppliers

Road authority
& road
operator

total

0%

Figure 9: Agreement to: “Without public investments the market will offer coop
safety systems”
Figure 9 shows that none of the stakeholder groups has a consistent idea whether public
investments are required to deploy cooperative safety systems.
The participants answered whether they liked their role in each of the three scenarios, and
whether they would follow the actions that were recommended to them. The figures below
show how much the participants like their role.
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Scenario 1: Technology pushed ITS revolution
4

3
yes, a lot
yes
no

2

1

0
road operators and
road authorities

car manufacturers and
suppliers

nomadic service
providers

Figure 10: Stakeholders interest in scenario “Technology pushed ITS revolution”
Figure 10 shows the interest of stakeholders in their role in the scenario ‘Technology
pushed ITS revolution’. Both road operators & road authorities and car manufacturers &
suppliers do not like their role in this scenario.
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Scenario 2: Safety as a public good
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3
yes, a lot
yes
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2

1

0
road operators and
road authorities

car manufacturers and
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nomadic service
providers

Figure 11: Stakeholders interest in scenario “Safety as a public good”
Figure 11 shows that nomadic service providers like this scenario. The other stakeholder
groups have mixed preferences.

Scenario 3: Extended traffic management
4

3
yes, a lot
yes
no

2

1

0
road operators and
road authorities

car manufacturers and
suppliers

nomadic service
providers

Figure 12: Stakeholders interest in scenario “Extended traffic management”
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In this scenario there is no role Figure 12 shows that the nomadic service provider
respondents have different opinions about
Figures 10 to 12 show that the nomadic service providers are eager to be involved. The
road authorities & road operators and the car industry are ambiguous about how their like
to participate, for all scenarios. They seem to have a slight preference for the extended
traffic management scenario.
Most recommended actions will be followed according to the answers of the participants. Of
the questions on the willingness to follow a specific recommendation, 84% was answered
with yes, and thus 16% with no.
The recommendation that was answered with no more often then yes, was the
recommendation that road authorities and road operators should set quality requirements
to the provided safety services in the private scenario ‘Technology pushed ITS revolution’.
Other requirements and the answer can be found in Annex ‘questionnaire’.
It is remarkable that the car manufactures do agree with the recommended actions (all
participants agree with 4 of the 5 recommendations, and 66% agrees with the 5th
recommendation), although they do not always like their role in the scenarios 1 and 2 (see
Figure 10 and Figure 11). The hesitation could be due to the investment risks, which could
be considered less in scenario 3 then in scenarios 1 and 2.

Conclusions
The main stakeholders were asked about their opinion on three statements on deployment
in general, and about their role in three different deployment scenarios.
The deployment statements that were proposed are the following.
1. Cooperative safety systems will be based on a platform that supports both V2V & V2I
applications
2. Cooperative safety systems and traffic information based on cellular communication will
deploy first, short range safety application come later
3. Without public investments, eventually the market will offer cooperative safety systems
The following can be concluded on the deployment statements:
- The participants agree on the first and the second statement.
- There is no consensus on the third statement.
- There are no significant differences in the answers between the stakeholder groups on
statements 1 and 3.
- However, on the statement 2 the car manufacturers and suppliers are not sure whether
cooperative safety systems and traffic information based on cellular communication will
deploy first, short range safety application come later, while the other stakeholder do
agree with this statement.
The following can be concluded on the roles of the stakeholders in the three deployment
scenarios.
- Nomadic service providers would like a role in providing cooperative safety services.
- The stakeholder group of road authorities & road operators have mixed preferences for
different scenarios
- The stakeholder group of car manufacturers & suppliers has mixed preferences for the
different scenarios. They seem to have a slight preference for a scenario with public
involvement to reduce investment risks.
- Even if participants don’t like their role in the scenarios, they do agree with the
recommended actions.
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It should be noted that these conclusions are based on the questionnaires of 14
participants. The statistics power is very limited. However, all respondents are working in
the CVIS project on cooperative and can be considered experts on cooperative systems for
the last four years.
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Questionnaire CVIS general assembly
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Questionnaire results CVIS general assembly
scenario 1: Technology pushed ITS revolution
road operators and road authorities
Would you follow these short term recommendations?

do you like you
role?

id
1
2
3
4
5

stakeholder
Road operator
Road authorities
Road operator/authority
Road operator/authority
Road authorities

yes
no
no
no
yes
do you like you
role?

id
6
7
8
9
10
13

stakeholder
Car manufacturer/supplier
Supplier (road side)
Car manufacturer/supplier
Supplier (vehicles + road side)
Car manufacturer/supplier
Service provider

no
yes
no
no
yes

do you like you
role?

id
11
12
13
14

stakeholder
Nomadic service provider
Nomadic service provider
Service provider
Nomadic service provider

yes, a lot
yes
yes
yes, a lot

Annex 3: CVIS general assembly deployment workshop

1. Buy floating car
2. Set minimum
data
quality requirementns
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
car manufacturers and service providers
Would you follow these short term recommendations?

Stakeholders that are
missing or will refuse
their role?

nomadic device servic

Stakeholders that are
missing or will refuse
3. develop standards their role?
2. develop standards for V2V
1. Develop an
interface for access for time critical safety communication
based on 802.11p
applications
vehicle data
yes
yes
yes
activities OK, but not t
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
roadside service provi
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
nomadic service providers
Stakeholders that are
Would you follow these short term recommendations?
missing or will refuse
their role?
1. Develop new
(safety) services on 2. Negotiate a price
the existing nomadic for communication
on cellullar networks
nav. platform
yes
yes
communication + cont
yes
yes
yes

yes
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do you like you role?

id
1
2
3
4
5

id
6
7
8
9
10
13

id
11
12
13
14

stakeholder
Road operator
Road authorities
Road operator/authority
Road operator/authority
Road authorities

stakeholder
Car manufacturer/supplier
Supplier (road side)
Car manufacturer/supplier
Supplier (vehicles + road side)
Car manufacturer/supplier
Service provider

stakeholder
Nomadic service provider
Nomadic service provider
Service provider
Nomadic service provider

scenario 2: Safety as a public good
road operators and road authorities
Would you follow these short term
recommendations?

1. Organise field
operational tests
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
car manufacturers and service providers
do you like you role?
Would you follow these short term
recommendations?
Develop industry
standards for short
range V2V and V2I
Paricipate in field operacommunication
no
yes
yes
yes, a lot
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
nomadic service providers
do you like you role?
Would you follow these short term
recommendations?

yes, a lot
yes, a lot
yes, a lot
yes

Annex 3: CVIS general assembly deployment workshop

no recommendation
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Stakeholders that are
missing or will refuse
their role?

Stakeholders that are
missing or will refuse
their role?

content provider
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do you like you role?

id
1
2
3
4
5

id
6
7
8
9
10
13

stakeholder
Road operator
Road authorities
Road operator/authority
Road operator/authority
Road authorities

stakeholder
Car manufacturer/supplier
Supplier (road side)
Car manufacturer/supplier
Supplier (vehicles + road side)
Car manufacturer/supplier
Service provider

scenario 3: Extended traffic management
road operators and road authorities
Would you follow these short term
Stakeholders that are
recommendations?
missing or will refuse
their role?

1. Organise field
2. communicate your
operational tests
responsibilities
yes
yes
?
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
politicians
no
no
no
car manufacturers and service providers
Would you follow these short term
do you like you role?
Stakeholders that are
recommendations?
missing or will refuse
their role?

yes
yes, a lot
yes
yes
no

no recommendation
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
nomadic service providers
Would you follow these short term
recommendations?

do you like you role?

id
11
12
13
14

stakeholder
Nomadic service provider
Nomadic service provider
Service provider
Nomadic service provider

yes
yes, a lot
no
yes, a lot

Annex 3: CVIS general assembly deployment workshop

car manufacturers

1. Develop new
(safety) services on
the existing nomadic
nav. platform
yes
no

Stakeholders that are
missing or will refuse
their role?

content provider

yes
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Agenda of the CVIS general assembly
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Participants of the CVIS General Assembly
Forename
DI Peter
Mirco
Kristoffer
Maria
Carlo

Surname
Saleh
Armandi
Lidström
Paola Bianconi
Liberto

Sergio

Damiani

David
Timothy
Tobias
Henning
Tobias
Francisco
?
Zeljko
Paul
Lina
Peter
Philippa
Hendrik
Graham
Robin
Alessandro
Michel
Francesco
Maurizio
David
Francis
Peter
Marcel
Boudewijn
Paul
Christian
Gino
Samson
Francesco
Claudio
Stephen

Sanchez
Ferdandez
Vale
Frankiewicz
Mosebach
Frankiewicz
Ferreira
?
Jeftic
Kompfner
Konstantin.
Christ
Zamora
Zurlinden

Seaton
North
Taddei
Gilles
Sottile
Spirito
Betaille
Dupin
Follin
Konijin
Schokker
Mathias
Dowideit
Franco
Tsegay
Alesiani
Griglione
Dreher

Company
AIT (FEHRL member)
ATC
CERES
CRF
CRF
CRF
CTAG
Department of Transport
DLR
DLR
DLR
E.C.
EFKON
ERTICO
ERTICO
ERTICO
ERTICO
ERTICO
Hessen
Highways Agency
Imperial University
Infoblu
Intempora
ISMB
ISMB
LCPC
LCPC
Lindholenm Science Park
Logica
Logica
Mat Traffic
Mat Traffic
Mizar
Mizar
Mizar
Mizar
NAVTEQ
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Siebe
Jaap
Melanie
Anna
Gerbrand
Michael
Knut
Runar
JOSEP
Fred
HansJoachim
Hans

Turksma
Vreeswijk
Kloth
Clark
Klijn
Ortgiese
Evenson
Sorasen
LABORDA
Verweij

Peek Traffic bv
Peek Traffic bv
Polis
Polis
Province of Noord-Brabant
PTV
Q-Free
Q-Free
RACC
Rijkswaterstaat

Schade
Westerheim

Torbjörn
Dave
Fabrizio
Massimo
Oliver
Edwin
Bruno
Jean Marie
Daniele Buosi
Marco
Anna Maria
Rene
Paolo
Bart
Martijn
Han
Jonathan
Rudi

Biding
Marples
ARNEODO
COCOZZA
Kannenberg
Bastiaensen
STEVANT
Bonnin
Daniele Buosi
Annoni
Murru
Burke
Campello
Driessen

Mats

Rosenquist

David

Rylander

Siemens
SINTEF
Swedish
Road
Administration
Technolution
5T
5T
Tele Atlas
Tele Atlas
Telecom Bretagne
Telecom Bretagne
Telecom Italia
Telecom Italia
Telecom Italia
TfL
Thetis
TNO
TNO
TNO
TRL
Vialis
Volvo
Technology
Corporation
Volvo
Technology
Corporation

de Kievit

Zwijnenberg
Francsics
Lagerweij
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Annex 4: Cooperative Mobility Showcase programme

24-25-26 March 2010
Cooperative Mobility Conference
RAI Elicium, Amsterdam

Wednesday 24 March 2010
8.30

Welcome Coffee

10.00

Opening

10.05

Welcome to North Holland
Elisabeth Post, North‐Holland Provincial Deputy

10.15

Opening Address
Neelie Kroes, EU Digital Agenda Commissioner (invited)

10.40

Welcome
Camiel Eurlings, Dutch Minister of Transport

11.00

Round Table 1: Public policy challenges for Cooperative Mobility
•

Which policies and policy tools for traffic and energy efficiency, better air quality, greater
safety and enhanced mobility?

Moderator:

of Interior,
Speakers:

12.00

Federico Fernández, Deputy Director General, Traffic Management Directorate, Ministry
Spain
Bernd Lange Member of the European Parliament
Nicola Beer, State Secretary for European Affairs of the State of Hessen
Roland Rydin, Member of the City Council, Göteborg
Gilles Vesco, Vice‐President of the Greater Lyon Urban Community
Dean Herenda, Head of ITS and Road Charging Department, Ministry of Transport
of the Republic of Slovenija

Lunch break

14.00
Round Table 2: Which cooperative solutions can industry offer for efficient & sustainable
mobility?
•
•
•
•
•

How can automotive R&D contribute to meeting society’s mobility challenges?
The connected vehicle: what value for drivers, operators, authorities at European level?
How will the connected vehicle & infrastructure meet users’ needs?
Will cooperative systems bring a revolution to traffic and road information?
ITS for highways bring big benefits now– what more can cooperative systems deliver for road
operators & users?

Moderator:
Speakers:

Prof. Fritz Busch, Technical University of Munich
Alessandro Coda, EUCAR Research Coordinator
Nevio Di Giusto, President & CEO Centro Ricerche FIAT & ELASIS
Helmut Matschi, Member of the Executive Board, Interior, Continental
Thomas Haupt, Executive Director PTV Planung Transport Verkehr AG
John Chipperfield, CTO Swarco Group
Jan Casteleijn, Managing Director, Imtech Infra and Traffic
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15.15

Coffee break

15.45
Round Table 3: Power to the people – Meeting users’ and customers’ needs through
cooperative mobility services
•
•
•
•

Do drivers know the connected car is coming, and do they want one?
What role for network operators in bringing cooperative mobility to their customers?
Which road operator services will be your customers’ favourites?
If navigation is king today, what more will users want tomorrow?

Moderator:
Speakers:

17.00

Michael Nielsen, General Delegate, International Road Transport Union
Miquel Nadal, Director, RACC Foundation
Giovanni Colombo, Member of the Governing Board, European Institute of Technology
[road operator]
Carlo van de Weijer, Vice President Commercial and Business Development, TomTom

Closing

Programme subject to change. Version 08‐03‐2010_pk

Thursday 25 March 2010
8.30

Welcome Coffee

9.00

Keynote address:

Toward continuous communication for cooperative systems
Achim Brakemeier, Manager Vehicle‐centric Communication, Daimler AG
9.30

Key Results: Session 1 ‐ Cooperative systems architecture and communications
Session summary: The always‐connected vehicle and traveler – dream or reality?
•
Vehicle communications for safety applications
•
Towards a pan European communication architecture
•
A CALM way to manage communication
•
Location‐dependent communication & networking
Speakers:

Abdel Kader Mokaddem, Engineering Project Leader, Renault SAS
Piero Mortara, Innovation, Program Manager, Magneti Marelli S.p.A. ‐ Electronic

Systems
Knut Evensen, Chief Technologist, Q‐Free ASA
Andreas P. Schalk, Director Business‐Line TT/CS, Director Standardisation, Efkon AG
Thierry Ernst, INRIA Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique
10.30

Coffee break

11.00

Keynote address:

Location is (almost) everything for cooperative systems…
Rob van Essen, Vice President Research and Development, Tele Atlas
11.30

Key Results: Session 2 ‐ Location Technologies for Cooperative Mobility
Session summary: How accurate should – and can ‐ positioning be for cooperative mobility?
•
Relative positioning among vehicles: how much precise?
•
The “Local Dynamic Map” the future of navigation maps?
•
How robust are Location Technologies for cooperative mobility?
•
Location-based personal services vs. personal data privacy
Speakers:

Boudwijn Schokker,Project Manager & System Engineer, Logica
Robin Schubert, Research Associate, Technical University of Chemnitz
Jörg Pfister, Managing director, PWP Systems
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Sheung Ying Yuen‐Wille, Development engineer, Robert Bosch GmbH
12.30

Lunch break

14.00

Keynote address:

What do road operators expect from cooperative mobility?
Jacques Boussuge, ASFA
14.30

Key Results: Session 3 ‐ Cooperative applications & services – What can they deliver?
Session summary: The astonishing world of cooperative mobility applications and services
•
Cooperative driving & road safety: seen from the vehicle…
•
… and from the road/traffic manager…
•
… and from the driver viewpoints
•
cooperative traffic information services and commercial vehicle services
Speakers:

Giulio Vivo, SAFESPOT Integrated Project, Centro Ricerche FIAT
Christian Faisstnauer, Autostrada del Brennero
Gino Franco, Director of Innovation, Mizar Automazione
Angelos Amditis, Research Director, Institute of Communication and Compute Systems
Marko Jandrisits, Project Manager ITS Services, Asfinag

15.30

Coffee break

16.00

Key Results: Session 4 ‐ Real‐world experience with Cooperative Mobility
Session summary: Panel presentation of results of Cooperative Mobility trials at test sites across Europe
•
Validation: have the projects proven the Cooperative Mobility concepts?
•
Interoperability & convergence: chances for “every vehicle, every service, everywhere”?
•
Cooperative mobility is the answer to all users' needs?
•
Lessons learned: ups and downs of real world experience
Speakers:

17.30

François Peyret, Laboratoire Central de Ponts et Chaussées
Tobias Schendzielorz, Technical University of Munich
Siebe Turksma, Peek Traffic
Niclas Nygren, Volvo Technology AB
Alexander Froetscher, Head of Unit ITS Development, AustriaTech

Reception at the i&CDrive Expo (Hall 9)
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Friday 26 March 2010
8.30
9.00

Welcome Coffee

Panel Session: Removing barriers to deployment: A practical toolkit of enablers
•
•
•
•

European R&D results for enabling deployment
Deployment scenarios & recommendations
Data privacy and security
Policy

Speakers:

Management The

Lina Konstantinopoulou, Project Manager, ERTICO – ITS Europe
Han Zwijnenberg, TNO
Mats Rosenquist, Director Soft products and Process Development, Volvo Technology
Fred Verweij, Senior Advisor, Directorate‐General for Public Works and Water
Netherlands
Susanne Fuchs, Researcher, HiTec Marketing

10.00

Keynote address:
Cooperative Systems Standardisation: key milestone on the way to deployment
Soeren Hess, Chairman of ETSI TC ITS

10.30

Coffee break

11.00

Executive Session: Delivering the Cooperative Vision

What roadmap from R&D towards products?
Moderator
Speakers:

Luisa Andreone, European Network, Product Research, Centro Ricerche FIAT
Matthias Schulze, Senior Manager ITS & Services, Daimler
Fahim Belarbi, Head of Department for Traffic Management Systems and R&D,

Cofiroute
Bart Bartels, Practice Director Intelligent Transport Systems, Logica
Christian Birle, Senior Line Manager Traffic Telematics, Vodafone Group Services GmbH
12.15

Executive Closing Session

Cooperative systems in every vehicle, on every road: when and how?
Speakers:
Joris Al, General director Rijkswaterstaat, Center for Transport and Navigation
Gunter Zimmermeyer, Bosch, Chairman of ERTICO ‐ ITS Europe
Simon Godwin, Director of EUCAR
13.00

Lunch break
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